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P re pa re d b y :

INTRODUCTION

A New Identity
The goal of the city’s new logo and visual identity is to
present a comprehensive design scheme that rebrands
Mitchell, enhances its image within the community and
region, and defines its unique position in the region.

Consistency
How we communicate is as important as what we
communicate. Consistent application of the logo, its
colors, typography and supporting layout are vital to
strengthening the city’s brand identity.
This style guide outlines the graphic standards that must
be followed in order to achieve a unified and consistent
visual identity program. Maintaining quality control and
design consistency is critical to ensuring a strong brand
and positive image for the city.
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The Brand Experience
What is the “brand experience?” It’s more than you may think.
Any time a person interacts with Mitchell, in any way — from driving down
our streets, to receiving a business card, to reading a brochure, to speaking
to us on the phone — they experience the Mitchell brand. They come away
with a gut feeling about who we are and what it is like to visit, live in or work
in our city. That experience can appear focused and professional, or scattered
and confusing.
That’s why we have put together this brand style guide — to help all of us who
represent Mitchell present a clear, consistent brand for our community. By
using these guidelines, you’ll help protect the integrity of our brand, make a
clear distinction with other communities and help us communicate that our
quality of life and services are among the best available.

The Mitchell Brand Positioning
“Mitchell is unique and surprising. Outdoor recreation and natural beauty are
key parts of Mitchell’s identity. It is an outstanding community whose residents
out-think, out-produce and out-perform.”

The Mitchell Tagline
Our tagline was developed to help the public identify with our city.
We are about life and the many expected and unexpected ways it can be
fulfilled here in Mitchell, South Dakota. The tagline is to be used at least once
somewhere in all promotional communications to the public.

Outside Expectations
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The Mitchell, South Dakota Logo
Our logo is one of the most important tools we have to visually convey our brand
and identity. It should be used in all communications we produce. The logo is
our public face and must be used in a consistent way. It is recommended that
the logo appear with our tagline at least once in all materials. Following this style
guide will ensure the Mitchell brand is presented consistently.
Use the full-color version of the logo whenever possible. The logo is available for
download in various formats. For access to these files, please contact the Mitchell
Chamber of Commerce, 605-996-5567 or info@mitchellchamber.com.
The logo is available in a number of file formats. For commercial printing,
silk screened T-shirts and signage, a vector-based file is usually preferred.
Choose the Illustrator .eps or .ai formats for this purpose. Logos in jpeg format
are preferred for PowerPoint and Word documents. The logo has also been
converted to png format for Web applications.
Primary Logos

The full-color version of our logo should be used whenever possible.

To be used in community-based communications and can be used by Cityor non-City-associated businesses, organizations or causes. It is mandatory
to use the full three-line logo. Use of this logo does not automatically
indicate City of Mitchell support.

This is the official City of Mitchell logo. It is to be used in formal City
communication, internal and external. It serves as a quick signal to
identify the city and its many services. Departmental and community
applications are detailed on pages 6 and 7.

To be used in applications where the tagline may not be necessary or
appropriate, or in applications where quality reproduction may not be
possible. See examples on pages 15 and 16.

It is not necessary to use the state name for communications within the
city limits of Mitchell. This logo is to be used with department names as
detailed on pages 6 and 7.
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SPECIAL USE Logos
LOGOS
The following logos are available for unique applications where
the full-color logo is not practical for budget reasons, or over a
solid background that will not allow the full-color version to be
read easily. The black and grayscale versions were created for use
on internal forms and in communications printed in black only.

What format do I use?
The logos are available in a number
of file formats. For commercial
printing, silk screened items and
signage, a vector-based file is usually
preferred. Choose the Illustrator .eps
or .ai formats for this purpose. Logos
in jpeg format are preferred for
PowerPoint and Word documents.
The logo has also been converted to
png format for Web applications.

The following logos are approved for use on apparel or
other products that may require varied color options.
Grayscale, Black, White and Gray logo options may appear
on any color background.

Full Color w/Tag on White

Reverse w/Tag on Burgundy

Solid Burgundy w/Tag on White

Solid Burgundy w/Tag on Gold

Solid Gold w/Tag on Burgundy

White w/Tag on Black

Full Color w/o Tag on White

Reverse w/o Tag on Burgundy

Solid Burgundy w/o Tag on White

Solid Burgundy w/o Tag on Gold

Solid Gold w/o Tag on Burgundy

White w/o Tag on Black

Full Color w/Tag on Gray

Gold & White w/Tag on Black

Solid Gold w/Tag on White

Dark Gray w/Tag on Light Gray

White w/Tag on Burgundy

Light Gray w/Tag on Dark Gray

Full Color w/o Tag on Gray

Gold & White w/o Tag on Black

Solid Gold w/o Tag on White

Dark Gray w/o Tag on Light Gray

White w/o Tag on Burgundy

Light Gray w/o Tag on Dark Gray

Grayscale w/Tag on White

Grayscale w/Tag on Black

Black w/Tag on White

Black w/Tag on Gold

Solid Gold w/Tag on Black

Dark Gray w/Tag on Light Gray

Grayscale w/o Tag on White

Grayscale w/o Tag on Black

Black w/o Tag on White

Black w/o Tag on Gold

Solid Gold w/o Tag on Black

Dark Gray w/o Tag on Light Gray
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City of Mitchell Department Logos
The Mitchell logo will serve as an umbrella logo for departments
within the city. It is acceptable to drop the state name from the logo when it is
used with a municipal department name, as shown below. Using the logo in
this way, strengthens our brand throughout the community. All departments
should follow the format established below. Department names that run
longer that these examples should be set in two lines.
Rule ends at right
edge of last letter

Parks and Recreation

Parks and Recreation
65% Black
Source Sans Pro
Semibold

Street and Sanitation

Street and Sanitation

23

23

Parks and recreation

Parks and recreation
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Other Community Logos
The City of Mitchell logo serves as an umbrella logo for other entities within
the city. Using the logo in this way strengthens our city’s brand throughout the
community and in the rest of the region.

AREA CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE

CONVENTION &
VISITORS BUREAU

AREA DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

MAIN STREET
& BEYOND
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Correct Logo Usage
Minimum Size
When sizing our logo in printed materials, a general rule is to be sure it isn’t so
small that it looks too weak or so large that it is too dominant — stealing visual
power from the text or photos. The recommended minimum size of the logo
used with and without the tagline are shown below.

Minimum size: 1.125 inches

Minimum size without tagline:
.75 inch

Area of Clear Space
To ensure that the logo is not compromised, an area of “clear” space has been
established. The space between the logo and all typography (with the exception of
sub-branding of divisions), other logos, graphics and photos should be equivalent to
or greater than the gray region illustrated below. This area is defined by using the waist
height of the “i” in Mitchell, as illustrated below.

Equals
minimum area
of isolation
Minimum Clear Space
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Unacceptable Logo Usage
The logo should not be screened back.

The position of type in relation to the logo must not be altered.

Logo colors must not be changed from the colors
shown in this guide.

Do not place the logo over a busy background image or
pattern; this can greatly reduce legibility.

The logo must never be stretched or distorted in any way.
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The Mitchell Color Palette
NOTE: Printed colors will be affected by the

The city’s primary brand colors are burgundy and gold. While it is always
desirable to feature these colors in our communications, there are also
secondary colors that effectively pair with the primary brand colors. In
particular, they are designed to pair well with Pantone (PMS) 7624 (burgundy).

paper stock on which they are printed. When
printed on a coated enamel paper, colors
will appear cleaner and generally brighter
than when printed on an uncoated paper.
Pantone colors that are converted to four-

Primary Colors

color process will also shift slightly, because
they are built from four separate colors.

burgundy

Gold

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PMS 7624
C-0
M-97
Y-87
K-60

802F2D

PMS 143
C-0
M-32
Y-86
K-0

EEAF30

R-128
G-47
B-45

R-238
G-175
B-48

secondary Colors

sunset

stone

sky

prairie

SADDLE

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PMS 152
C-0
M-62
Y-100
K-0

E17000

PMS 466
C-5
M-17
Y-42
K-14

C7B37F

PMS 2915
C-61
M-7
Y-0
K-0

5EB6E4

PMS 5777
C-22
M-7
Y-51
K-22

A3A86B

PMS 7567
C-10
M-66
Y-98
K-57

A8B400

R-225
G-112
B-0

R-199
G-179
B-127

R-94
G-182
B-228

R-163
G-168
B-107

R-137
G-83
B-47
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The Mitchell Color Grid
This chart is a guide for the mood each color conveys on a communications
piece. Colors can range from formal to casual and from subtle to bold. Use this
as a starting point to choose the palette that will project the right mood for
the piece.

MITCHELL
PRIMARY COLORS

BOLD

SUBTLE

FORMAL

CASUAL
MITCHELL SECONDARY COLORS
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Typography
Typography can be used to promote visual consistency and a family
appearance among communication materials. Source Sans Pro is the primary
font family approved for use in design applications for Mitchell. Using the
approved fonts will bring a more uniform approach to type as a brand element.
Source Sans Pro was originally designed to work well for user interfaces, but its
clean, friendly design makes it well-suited for all applications. It is very legible
even when set very small.
For special events only, it is acceptable to use one of the designated headline
fonts listed to the right. They should be used for headlines or subheads only.
All body copy must remain Source Sans Pro.

Primary Font Family – Source Sans Pro

Special Events Fonts

OpenType (Windows and Macintosh Platforms)

One of these font families may be used in combination with Source
Sans Pro for special promotions only. Use only for headlines or
subheads. All body copy is to be sent in Source Sans Pro.

Source Sans Pro Extra Light
Source Sans Pro Extra Light Italic
Source Sans Pro Light
Source Sans Pro Light Italic
Source Sans Pro Regular
Source Sans Pro Italic
Source Sans Pro Semibold
Source Sans Pro Semibold Italic
Source Sans Pro Bold
Source Sans Pro Bold Italic
Source Sans Pro Black
Source Sans Pro Black Italic

Foro Extra Light
Foro Extra Light Italic
Foro Light
Foro Light Italic
Foro Regular
Foro Italic
Foro Medium
Foro Medium Italic
Foro Bold
Foro Bold Italic
Foro Extra Bold
Foro Extra Bold Italic

Moonshiner sharp
Moonshiner sharp Oblique
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Stationery
Different versions of the stationery are available for each entity of the city.
To maintain our brand, they are the only approved designs and should
not be altered.

City of Mitchell | Department Name
612 North Main Street | Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 000-000-0000 | Fax: 000-000-0000
CityOfMitchell.org

City of Mitchell | Department Name
612 North Main Street | Mitchell, SD 57301

Name Here 11 pt.
Title Here 9 pt.
Email Here 9 pt.
Department Name Here
612 North Main Street | Mitchell, SD 57301
Phone: 000-000-0000 | Fax: 000-000-0000 | CityOfMitchell.org
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The Mitchell Logo in Use
Below are a few of the ways the city logo might be may be applied in
communications throughout the community.

Street Banners

Corn
Palace
RODEO

FARMER’S

FESTIVAL

45th Annual

Market

CORN
PALACE
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Digital Guidelines
Consistent and coordinated use of the Mitchell brand on
our website and in electronic communications is essential
to preserve and enhance the city. Just as for print collateral,
the city has developed graphic identity guidelines for
digital media that are to be followed by departments and
divisions.

Full Color Version

Solid Burgundy

Please reference the color section for the proper RGB and
HTML color specifications.

EMAIL SIGNATURE
All email signatures for the city should be built using this
format. A special logo has been created specifically for this
purpose. No alteration of this logo is acceptable.

Your name | Your title | Your department
City of Mitchell City Hall
612 North Main Street, Mitchell, SD 57301
Grayscale Version
Solid Black
Phone: 000-000-0000
Fax: 000-000-0000 (if needed)
CityOfMitchell.org (insert department-specific URL)

PRESENTATIONS
A PowerPoint template has been designed for
presentations. It includes a title page and content page.
The template is available at ________________.
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Correct Logo Use
Minimum Size
When sizing our logo in printed materials, a general rule is to be sure it isn’t so small
that it looks too weak or so large that it is too dominant — stealing visual power from
the text or photos. The recommended minimum size of the logo used with or without
city and state is shown to the right.

Area of Clear Space

Minimum size one inch

Minimum Clear Space

To ensure that the logo is not compromised, an area of “clear” space has been
established. The space between the logo and all typography (with the exception of
sub-branding of divisions), other logos, graphics and photos should be equivalent to
or greater than the gray region illustrated below. This area is defined by using the top
half of the letter “P” in Palace, as illustrated below.
Equals
minimum area
of isolation

Unacceptable Logo use
The logo should not be screened back.		

1
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Do not change the color of the logo		

Do not distort the logo in any way.

Which Logo?
For most applications the color logo in burgundy
and gold is preferred. Other color options are
available for use when the preferred logo is not
practical or when limited to one color. The logo is
available with or without city and state.

Preferred Logo

Over a dark background:

Which Format?
The logos are available in a number of file formats.
For commercial printing, silk screened items
and signs, a vector-based file is usually preferred.
Choose the Illustrator .eps or .ai formats for this
purpose. Logos in jpeg format are preferred for
PowerPoint and Word documents. The logo
has also been converted to png format for
Web applications.

The Corn Palace Color Palette
The primary brand colors are burgundy and gold. While it is always desirable to feature
these colors in our communications, there are also secondary colors that effectively
pair with the primary brand colors. In particular, they are designed to pair well with
Pantone (PMS) 7624 (burgundy).

Primary Colors			

SECONDARY COLORS

sunset

burgundy

Gold

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PMS 7624
C-0
M-97
Y-87
K-60

802F2D

PMS 143
C-0
M-32
Y-86
K-0

EEAF30

2

R-128
G-47
B-45

R-238
G-175
B-48
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NOTE: Printed colors will be affected by the paper stock
on which they are printed. When printed on a coated
enamel paper, colors will appear cleaner and generally
brighter than when printed on an uncoated paper.
Pantone colors that are converted to four-color process
will also shift slightly, because they are built from four
separate colors.

stone

sky

prairie

SADDLE

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PRINT

WEB

PMS 152
C-0
M-62
Y-100
K-0

E17000

PMS 466
C-5
M-17
Y-42
K-14

C7B37F

PMS 2915
C-61
M-7
Y-0
K-0

5EB6E4

PMS 5777
C-22
M-7
Y-51
K-22

A3A86B

PMS 7567
C-10
M-66
Y-98
K-57

A8B400

R-225
G-112
B-0

R-199
G-179
B-127

R-94
G-182
B-228

R-163
G-168
B-107

R-137
G-83
B-47

